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November 2017January 2018 Events, club activities,
and all happenings BMW

November

December

November 12

December 2

Annual Planning
Meeting,

Jolly Holiday Lights
Altoona

Sam & Louie’s
Pizza

January

Urbandale

January 9

November 14

Informal Social
Wine Styles
Johnston

Informal Social
A Dong
Des Moines

Change of Address Information
Please send your requests for address changes
directly to the National Office at the address below.
The local chapters have to receive this information
from them and cannot change this information
themselves. Please send a note with your proper
information to the National office at:
Roundel, BMW CCA, Inc.
Address Changes
640 South Main Street, Suite 210
Greenville, SC 29601
Or email to: BMWCClub@aol.com (yes, 2”C’s)
Or on the website: BMWCCA.org
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President’s Corner
by David Brighton
Although I have owned eight different BMW’s in the last
20 years, I have only purchased one new car during that
time, a black 2001 330ci. It was the first 330ci delivered
at Dave Ostrem BMW in November of 2000. During that
time, I owned a business and did not have the time to take
European Delivery, but I am certainly looking forward to
doing one in the future. I have attended thirteen years
of driving schools, worked at sixteen Street Survivals,
attended eight Oktoberfest gatherings, participated or
led twelve Fall Color Drives and seven Spring Drives.
Although these events are just a few of my past BMW
CCA experiences, there are many more things I would
like to do. I would like to have the time to attend five or
six driving schools each summer, I would like to take
more trips in our E92 M3 and I would like to attend more
professional races in which BMW’s participate. I still have
so many things on my “list” that I want to accomplish
with my BMW family, there is not space here to list each
of them, which brings me to my point, what is on your
“BMW bucket list?”
Do you want to become more involved in our club
activities? Do you want to do your first driving school?
Do you want to attend your first or another Oktoberfest? I
am sure many of you have a “BMW bucket list.” Now that

I have listed some things I would still like to accomplish
with my BMW family, why don’t you write to us with your
list. Our readers would like to hear from you about the
inspiring and interesting things that our members do.

Thanks to the sponsors of the 2016 Annual Dinner
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Annual Planning Meeting
Sunday, November 12 – 12:00 noon
The Iowa Chapter is again looking for a few good men/
women to help plan and chair events in 2018! Have you
ever thought of an idea for an event, but weren’t sure

how to make it a reality? Did we host something that
you enjoyed in the past, but we don’t do it anymore?
Come out to Sam & Louie’s Pizza (8561 Hickman
Rd, Urbandale) and help us plan the 2018 calendar of
events. We have a party room reserved.

“Jolly Holiday Lights”
Adventureland Park,
Saturday, December 2nd!!!
by Rick Talbot
The Iowa Chapter, BMWCCA will be meeting just west
of the Adventureland Park in the eastern-most parking
lot of Bass Pro Shops (1000 Bass Pro Dr NW, Altoona,
IA 50009) at 5:00pm Saturday evening to participate in
the benefit for the Make-A-Wish of Iowa. Look for the
Talbot’s Chili Red MINI Roadster with the top down! I
don’t suspect there’ll be many convertibles in the lot!
This year’s event will be the second held at this new
location (NOT Waterworks Park) with 100% of the
$20.00 per car entry fee going to grant wishes for Iowa
kids. Last year it was a great experience and those
who attended felt it was a unique experience from
previous years’ events at Waterworks Park. Kick off
your holiday season with friends enjoying the 2.5 mile
drive and the over 100 illuminated holiday displays
while benefiting a great cause for kids.
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Tickets may be purchased in advance beginning
in November at HyVee or Casey’s or online now
prior to November 24 for a discounted price of
$18.00 per car. https://tikly.co/events/2064. After
the club’s drive, we will “adjourn” to a nearby
eatery for a casual dinner and reminisce about the
year’s activities, lament about our holiday shopping
experiences and set our sights on 2018.
Please let Rick Talbot (rickminir59@gmail.com) know
if you’re planning on attending so we can have an
idea of participants and also, if you’d be staying for the
casual dinner following the drive.
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Fall Colors Drive Recap
By David Brighton
A group of hearty individuals began the journey on Saturday
morning, October 21 at BMW of Des Moines.
A short Q and A with Dave and Tyler from BMW of Des
Moines before we departed was informative and gave the
group an understanding of the dealership.
The group headed northeast toward Marshalltown and to
our next stop north of Cedar Rapids to pick up our eastern
Iowa members who wished to join the group. Leaving our
stop there with seven cars, the group headed due north
toward our lunch stop in Decorah. A tasty meal was enjoyed
at the Old Armory BBQ joint, where we were joined by two
more northern Iowa members. Running short on time, the
group headed southeast toward our next stop at BMW of
Dubuque. As we arrived there, the main attraction was
plain to see. A local BMW enthusiast from the Dubuque
area had brought his Alpina Z8 with 19,000 miles for us to
examine. He also brought with him his new Limited Edition
30th Anniversary M4.
After a nice presentation from BMW of Dubuque and Don,
the owner of the rare BMW’s, the group headed for their
hotels before the evening dinner. The evening dinner was
held at Timmerman’s, a local legend going back for more
than 60 years.
Sunday morning the group left BMW of Dubuque and
wound its way down the Iowa side of the Mississippi River
for a noon lunch break in Le Clare. Following lunch, each
of the weary travelers headed for home. A wonderful time
was enjoyed by all who attended, including a couple from
Chicago who just thought it looked like a fun time after
reading about it on our website.

The Des Moines Concours
d’Elegance™ 2017 Recap
The Des Moines Concours d’Elegance™ is a premier
automotive exhibition held at the internationally
recognized John and Mary Pappajohn Sculpture Park
during September each year in downtown Des Moines.
The Concours presents an invitation-only exhibition
of more than 100 vintage and classic motor vehicles,
selected to celebrate the fine art, design evolution and
amazing innovations of motor vehicles through the
years, as well as the talented designers and engineers
who created them.

Exhibitor BMW Centennial 1939 327/8 Tom Chandler

For the second year, the Iowa BMW CCA sponsored
a tent promoting our local Tire Rack Street Survival
program and displaying cars of local members. Also
partnering with the Iowa BMW CCA in the sponsorship
of the tent were the Des Moines Valley Region SCCA
and the Schonesland PCA.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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Harmonic Balancers
by Bryan McCoy
I have worked on engines for years, and sort of always
wondered how much a crank damper (harmonic
balancer) really accomplished. The damper is simply
a mass located on the front engine pulley assembly
mounted in a rubber ring that I have occasionally pulled
apart by not using the proper pulley puller. I understood
that each firing of the spark plug sends a mighty shock
to the crank and associated drive line components. In
the excellent book by Dick Rutan and Jenna Yeager
(Dick Rutan, Jeana Yeager, and the Flight of the
Voyager) they describe the troubles they had with
propellers and the shock the propeller receives from
the running engine. They had a propeller that couldn’t
stand the shock load and failed during a test flight.
Direct coupled (crankshaft mounted) propellers don’t
have crankshaft dampers. Some aircraft manufacturers
belt drive the propeller from the engine so the belts
isolate the ignition shock from the propeller. The
damper up front takes up the high frequency transients
that come with each power stroke. In an automobile
the lower frequency high torque pulses coming from
each power stroke is actually soaked up by the drive
shaft. The drive shaft is the ‘spring’ in series with the
wheels, and is usually a thin wall tube which can
allow some torsional flex. The transmission has
to transfer all those pulses to the drive shaft, but
after the drive shaft the differential and axles
see a fairly smoothed out steady torque. In front
wheel drive cars, the short half shafts have to
soak up the power stroke torque pulses.
I had firsthand experience with the damage
the impulsive shock can do this year. A
friend had significant engine work done on
his E36 M3 and was quite happy with the
newfound power. He took it to the track
and in the first 1500 miles suffered a clutch
failure. This was surprising as the clutch
was a name brand performance model
of excellent reputation. Important detail:
The clutch was mounted on a lightened
flywheel. On examination of the clutch,
the rivets holding the pressure plate to
the flexible straps had sheered. The
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heavy pressure plate may have had a majority of the
flywheel mass at this time. This failure was considered
unusual, and a new clutch was installed. Shortly later
the engine was running well but making quite a harsh
sound which was quite similar to the failed clutch
sound. Disassembly began under the assumption
that the clutch had failed again. During the effort to
remove the clutch, the engine was turned by the large
crankshaft bolt holding on the harmonic balancer. It
was discovered that after the engine build, the front
bolt holding the harmonic balancer had not been
torqued to the required 302 foot pounds. Think about
that, you who regularly torque race wheels at 95-100
ft-lbs. Three hundred foot pounds is very tight, and may
be hard to accomplish with average shop tools. We
backed the front crankshaft damper bolt out using only
our fingers. We were not able to remove the front pulley
and damper because the woodruff key had hammered
the crankshaft and damper assembly so wide that the
damper could be rotated on the crankshaft about a
quarter inch. The whack whack sound that the damper
made when rotated back and forth on the crankshaft
was the extra engine noise we had been chasing. With
only 1500 miles on a fresh engine, it received a new
crankshaft, main bearings, rod bearings, a flywheel and
clutch. Oh, and a new harmonic balancer. Apparently
high frequency dampening really is important.
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Our BMW European
Delivery Experience
by Manoj Tomar
We recently purchased a BMW 5 series through BMW
European Delivery(ED) program and I wanted to share our
journey from ordering to delivery and overall experience.
Our experience, like so many others, was incredible. We spent
12 days and drove over 1,200 miles through Germany, Austria,
Italy and Switzerland. From BMW Welt delivery to driving
through small towns in Europe, it was an experience that our
family will never forget.

Ordering Process

Quite similar to how you order a new BMW at your local dealer.
We ordered the car through Kimberly BMW in Davenport as

they turned out to be the most knowledgeable and competitive
dealer in the area in terms of pricing and ED planning. Dan
and Kris were easier to work with, respected our time, and
always kept us informed. We traveled with two young children
so their help and insight was extremely valuable.
Please keep in mind that European Delivery could take three
to four months from ordering to getting your car home, but if
you are able to wait, it is well worth it. We placed the order in
May, took delivery on July 20th at the BMW Welt (German for
“world”) and the car was delivered at the local dealer in mid
September.

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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Pricing

BMW offers 5% discount on the base MSRP of the vehicle that
you’re ordering. Please note that options are not discounted
for the European Delivery. In addition, i3, X3, X4, X5 and
X6 vehicles are not available through ED program (X1 is an
exception).

Trip Planning

While trip planning is similar to any other trips that you may
have taken in the past, there are few nuances that I’d like to
point out.
Luggage - Please make sure that your luggage will fit in the
car that you’re picking up in Munich. If you’re not sure, try it
out at your local BMW dealer in a similar vehicle. This is even
more important if you’re traveling with your family.
Child Seat – We took our kids with us so a child seat was a
necessity. It is easier to take your U.S. spec child seat with you
and check it in with your luggage. If you don’t want to do this,
you can also buy a child seat at the BMW Welt (₠200).
Hotels/Parking – Most hotels don’t have private parking so
traveling with a brand new car could be stressful. In addition,
parking spaces are just not large enough for a full-size sedan
aimed at the US market. As suggested by others, we used
Booking.com to book all out hotels as their website allows you
to filter hotels that have private/dedicated parking space. It will
cost you an additional ₠10 per night but if you’re bothered by
cars parked too close to you, private parking is the way to go.
In addition, private parking areas are usually empty as locals
rarely use them.

Delivery

Once your order is in the system, you can request a pickup
date/time. Delivery process takes about 90 minutes so plan
accordingly. BMW lounge is available all day for delivery
customers with breakfast and lunch included. BMW Museum
and BMW factory tour (English tour at 11:45am daily) is highly
recommended. For BMW factory tour, please make sure to
reserve your spot by emailing them your preferred date.

Driving through Europe

BMW provides a temporary tourist registration and insurance
for 14 days (up to five months’ additional coverage may be
purchased). You can drive around Europe before dropping
off your BMW at one of 12 European locations. Please note
that BMW tourist plates and insurance is not valid in every EU
country so make sure you know exactly where you can and
cannot go. Also note that some EU countries require vignettes
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(toll stickers) before you can drive on their highways. During
our trip, Austria and Switzerland were the two countries where
we needed to buy these stickers. These stickers can be
bought from the gas stations near border crossings. There are
steep penalties for not having these stickers so make sure you
have one before you cross the border.
If your car is equipped with navigation, BMW will load
European maps in your navigation before the delivery. In order
to use the navigation efficiently, we found that entering GPS
coordinates in decimal format was the quickest way to get the
right address loaded in the system. Also, make sure to update
the car display settings to show metric data (km and kph)
rather than U.S system (mile and mph). While the Autobahn
has certain sections with unrestricted speed, other areas are
speed restricted and speed cameras are everywhere. Knowing
your speed accurately is the key to avoid hefty speeding fines
that will arrive at your home address in the United States.
Also, traffic roundabouts aka Traffic Circles are everywhere,
so if you’re uncomfortable with them, please brush up your
knowledge on how to use them.

Drop Off

We dropped off our car at Log In Out located at the Munich
International Airport. Drop off process is quick and takes about
30 minutes. You are expected to wash and return your car
in clean condition to avoid unnecessary delays later during
shipping. If you don’t have time or don’t want to wash your
car yourself, Log In Out offers washing and waxing service
for $40 Euro. Please note that you have to make a drop off
reservation at least five days before the drop off date.
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BMW Club Day at
Principal Park Recap
By David Trachtenberg
A sellout once again! Hopefully you were there to cheer
on the Cubbies. Although the Cubs lost to the Memphis
Redbirds, we all had a great time in our two connected
skyboxes.
We enjoyed both indoor and outdoor seating and some
great food including chicken wings/burgers/brats/etc.
As in past years, we displayed some of our fine rides in
front of the ball park. We had everything from M3’s to
1M’s.
Cubs fans were able to check out our cars as they
entered the ballpark.
If you missed the game this year, don’t worry.....we’ll be
doing it again next year. Get your tickets early for this
popular event.
See you next year at Principal Park.

Principal Park, Des Moines, IA
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Tire Rack Street Survival
On October 7, we held another success
Street Survival School, with 24 graduates of
the program. The Tire Rack Street Survival
Program is scheduled to host its 1000th
school this year! That is almost 25,000 teens
trained since we began in 2002!
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Highway 30
by Bryan McCoy
Lately I have been torturing a young student toward his
commercial drivers license (CDL). After working through
all the expected large vehicle stuff like lane position,
how to take corners, how to maintain sufficient spacing
in front, etc. the really important training is the defensive
driving parts. You really don’t want to be surprised by
anything when driving a large vehicle. You need to work
on actually driving the vehicle to be always current with
your situational awareness. I expect that all of you who
are reading this actually are drivers who are actually
driving their cars, rather than being carried along while
eating, texting, talking on the phone, and using the car
as a mobile makeup studio.
At the same time I have spent quite a lot of time on
the road going back and forth between Cedar Rapids
and Des Moines, usually taking highway 30 and the
330 diagonal. On these trips I have been driving an
extended length fifteen passenger van pulling a long
trailer. It has surprised me how many times actually
paying attention while driving has literally saved
someones life. It is my wife and my habit to leave Des
Moines late in the afternoon and stop in Marshalltown at
Wendy’s for supper. Two weeks in a row as we leave the
restaurant we have waited at the light for our turn, pulled
slowly away when we get the green, only to cross the
two north bound lanes, and stop at the median for the
south bound lanes while a motorist flies across our path
at 40 MPH through their red light. The rig I am driving
is strong but doesn’t exactly leap away from a stop, so
the traffic blowing the light has had a solid red for easily
seven to ten seconds, given the delay between their
red and my green, plus my careful departure. They are
not exactly rolling through a pink. It has been six in the
afternoon and my rig should be easy to spot pulling into
their path. I however, have been the one to come to a
safe stop and avoid the accident. On one of these trips
I finally made the decision to pass a car on the right,
like everyone else was. The car was slow and in the left
lane, wandering, with sudden corrections. Interesting
I thought. I will try to get by and away before there is
an incident. From the height of the van, I could plainly
see that the driver had a tablet on the dash where the
speedometer lives, and was watching a movie.

Highway 30 has a stretch just west of Cedar Rapids, of
thirty miles of hilly two lane. They have widened the road
and the shoulder, added rumble strips to the middle and
sides, and done all they can to make this stretch safer,
but in thirty miles there are only about three safe places
to pass. Tonight there were more than your average
number of really stupid driving stunts done by other
drivers, like three cars at a time pulling out to pass in a
line with close oncoming traffic. We all had to brake. The
one action that wasn’t necessarily a stupid stunt, but
the one that came closest to disaster was saved again
by the driver of the van and trailer being aware of the
total situation. I was being pressed by a car wanting to
pass. There were two cars in front of me, one of them
going quite slow for the traffic, and one on his bumper.
I had been following this for some time and was leaving
good space between my rig and the slow pair as I knew
I would have trouble getting around. Several cars had
worked past me and then would hang out with the slow
pair until they could pass them both. The gap was large
enough that traffic on the side road saw fit to pull out,
cross my lane and head west. The pickup that dove
through that gap and headed toward us did it at the
bottom of a steep hill and was checking his mirror right
after he pulled out to see if he was going to get run over
as it is a tricky place to get into traffic. Just as he pulled
out, the red car behind me had taken that opportunity to
pass. I was long and he had turned it all the way up to
get around me quickly before the oncoming hill. Neither
the pickup or the red car could have seen each other
prior to making their decision to pull out. As soon as the
pickup started to pull out, I checked my mirror and saw I
was going to be passed. A dive to the shoulder and lots
of brakes with accompanying tire sounds gave the red
car a place to escape. The driver of the pickup looked
up from his mirrors just in time to see the red car regain
the right lane feet from his bumper. He never had time
to lift off the throttle. Cindy saw the pickup again looking
in his mirror to see what the heck just happened. The
red car pressed on and in a few miles passed the pair in
front of me, apparently unphased.
Be safe out there. Stay on top of your game when the
game is driving.
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Welcome New Members
Brian Anderson ...........................................................................Marion
Mark Davidson ............................................................................West Des Moines
Jon Feaver....................................................................................Iowa City
Todd Gipple .................................................................................Blue Grass
James Millick ..............................................................................Davenport
Ben J. Nagel ................................................................................Urbandale
Chris M. Riester ..........................................................................Des Moines
Jimmy Terronez ...........................................................................Bettendorf

Simpson Motorsports Inc.
Jim Simpson
319-351-1269
3577 Perch Dr. SE
Iowa City, IA 52240
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Example sale prices for sets of Hoosier R6
track tires we can provide for your BMW:
245/35/18 Hoosier R6: $319.06
225/40/18 Hoosier R6: $309.06
275/35/18 Hoosier R6: $329.06
245/40/18 Hoosier R6: $319.06

Hoosier Tires Direct .Com carries the full range of Hoosier road
race tires at similar savings and is located in the Des Moines, IA
area. We will meet or beat any advertised prices for Hoosier R6
track tires. Please visit us online at www.hoosiertiresdirect.com

255/35/18 Hoosier R6: $329.06
235/35/19 Hoosier R6: $339.06
285/30/18 Hoosier R6: $339.06
265/35/19 Hoosier R6: $349.06
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BMW of Dubuque

www.BMWofDubuque.com
BMW of Dubuque has earned
the BMW North America
Center of Excellence Award!
The highest ranking combined sales and
service customer satisfaction.
Come and find out why our
customers travel from as far as
Chicago and Des Moines to
experience BMW of Dubuque.

600 Century Drive, Dubuque, IA 52002 800.373.CARS

Doug Warthan
Dealer Principal

Jeff Wilson
BMW Sales Manager

Mark Simmons
BMW Client Advisor

Mike Olsen
BMW Client Advisor

Jay Burgus
BMW Service Advisor

Brian Decker
BMWMaster Technician

IOWA CHAPTER BMW CCA
PO BOX 42113
URBANDALE, IA 50323
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SERIES

Chris
Branstad
Manager

Brett
Merck
Service
Advisor

Paul
Bixby
Sales

Tyler
Nesset

Corey
Smith

Sales

MARK ZIMMERMAN BMW
TU"WFOVF4&t$FEBS3BQJET

319-366-4000

BMW
Tech
SALES:

MON-THURS: 9AM-8PM
FRI: 9AM-6PM • SAT: 9AM-5PM

SERVICE:

MON-FRI: 7AM-6PM
SAT: 8AM-12 NOON

Karl
Reddies
BMW
Tech

